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Notice of Public Information Centre 
Community of Clarksburg Town of The Blue Mountains Master Plan 

Class Environmental Assessment  
The Town of The Blue Mountains is conducting a Master Plan Class Environmental Assessment 

(Class EA) to investigate opportunities to improve the water and wastewater services to all 
properties in the Clarksburg Service Area.

  

Background: A study is being conducted to identify a 
long-term solution to the provision of water and 
wastewater servicing in Clarksburg. Identified concerns 
from Phase 1 of the study include: poor quality drinking 
water from wells, septic system age and performance, 
constraints on downtown commercial opportunities, 
and limits to residential growth.  
Process: The Class EA is proceeding as a Schedule B 
project in accordance with the requirements of the 
Ontario Municipal Class EA framework.  It involves an 
assessment of a number of water and wastewater 
servicing options, and will make a recommendation on 
a preferred solution that is sustainable and 
environmentally, socially, and financially responsible. 
Current Status: In Phase 2, the study has evaluated 
options to address the issues identified in Phase 1 
based on environmental, social, technical, and financial 
criteria. Based on this evaluation, a preliminary 
preferred alternative has been identifed and will be 
presented to the public at a Public Information Centre 
June 6 and June 8 for comment.

Public Consultation: Public and agency consultation is a key element throughout the Class EA process.  
You are invited to review information about the Class EA and provide feedback on the preferred 
alternative being considered at the following Public Information Centre:  

Location: Town of The Blue Mountains Town Hall, 32 Mill St, Thornbury, ON 
Session 1: Session 2:  
Date:   Thursday, June 6, 2019 
Time:   7:00 – 9:00 pm 
Presentation: 7:30pm 

Date:   Saturday, June 8, 2019 
Time:   10:00 – 12:00 pm 
Presentation: 10:30am 

Project information will also be available to the public at the Town’s office and on the Town’s website 
https://www.thebluemountains.ca/clarksburg-master-plan.cfm. If you have any questions regarding the 
study please contact one of the people listed below. We welcome your feedback. 

Michael Troop, P.Eng. Reg Russwurm, P. Eng, MBA. 
Manager, Senior Environmental Engineer 

J.L. Richards & Associates Limited 
107-450 Speedvale Ave W 

Guelph, ON N1H 7Y6 
Phone: 519-763-0713 ext. 6522 

Director of Infrastructure & Public Works 
Town of The Blue Mountains 
32 Mill Street, PO Box 310 
Thornbury, ON N0H 2P0 

Phone: 519-599-3131 
Project email address: clarksburgea@thebluemountains.ca 

This study is being conducted according to the requirements of Phases 1 to 2 of the Municipal Class 
Environmental Assessment which is an approved process under the Environmental Assessment Act. 
This notice originally issued May 10, 2019.  

https://www.thebluemountains.ca/clarksburg-master-plan.cfm
mailto:clarksburgea@thebluemountains.ca
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Class EA Process Overview

• Under the Environmental 
Assessment Act, 
municipalities must
consider potential 
environmental effects 
before a potential water 
and/or wastewater 
project begins.

• The streamlined MEA 
Class EA process allows 
municipalities to consider 
impacts without having to 
obtain project-specific 
approval under the 
Environmental 
Assessment Act.
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Problem and Opportunity Statement

The Town of The Blue Mountains is undertaking a Master Plan under the Municipal 
Class EA framework to evaluate the need for and the feasibility of improving the 
water and wastewater services for properties in the Clarksburg community.

There are two main issues that this Class EA will consider:

(1) the quality and quantity of drinking water; and,
(2) the adequacy of wastewater treatment.
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Study Area Boundary
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Study Area Overview

Existing properties
• 368 properties in total
• 245 properties have private wells 
• 301 properties have private septic systems
• 33 properties are vacant (single unit per lot)
• 18 properties are for future development (could be subdivided)

Door-to-door and telephone surveys were completed in fall/winter of 2017 
• 181 developed lot owners were surveyed
• 5 vacant lot owners were surveyed by phone
• 88 properties on private wells provided a tap water sample
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Key Issue #1 – Groundwater Source Constraints

Tap water used for drinking (i.e. treated or untreated well water) was tested in a total 
of 88 homes in the Community. Well water that failed the standards for safe 
consumption was found broadly throughout Clarksburg and in both drilled and dug 
wells. 
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Key Issue #1 – Groundwater Source Constraints

Of the 25 tap water samples that failed, 11 residents reported well water as their 
primary drinking water source.  This means in Clarksburg, people in 30 homes out 
of 245 on wells are at risk of drinking potentially unsafe water.
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Key Issue #2 – Septic Age and Performance

The useful life of a well maintained septic system is 15 to 40 years (Reference: 
OMFRA). For study purposes, it has been assumed that septic systems require 
replacement after 30 years. There are approximately 84 septic systems in 
Clarksburg that are already more than 30 years old. Over the next 20 years a total of 
276 septic systems will reach their anticipated replacement age of 30 years old.
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* Includes percentage of septic 
systems surveyed of an unknown age 
(assumed to be 10 years old)
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Key Issue #2 – Septic Age and Performance

Septic system standards have changed and replacement systems will have to 
meet current standards. For many homes to accommodate a replacement septic 
system to current standards a 3,500 sq.ft area free of accessory structures and 
trees is required on the property. Due to soil conditions in Clarksburg, the beds will 
have to be raised approximately 1.2m (4ft) above existing grade.
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There are 54 properties 
with septic systems in 
Clarksburg this size or 
smaller (20% of lots).
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Key Issue #2 – Septic Age and Performance
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• Small lots are distributed 
throughout Clarksburg

• Potential treatment systems for 
small lots: 

• Conventional system 
• Anaerobic Treatment Units 

(ATUs) 
• Filtration Units (with peat 

moss, sand, or synthetic 
medium)
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Key Issue #3 – Downtown Business Opportunities

Current servicing downtown impacts the types of business that can operate and 
there are a number of practical and regulatory challenges associated with shared 
wells and septic systems arrangements.
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Key Issue #4 – Community Growth

• Growth targets are assigned to Clarksburg 
as part of the Town’s long-term growth and 
development plan.

• However, residential growth is limited by 
lack of services.

• Clarksburg currently cannot reach the 
growth targets envisioned by the Official 
Plan. 
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Shortlisted Alternatives
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Costing Approach

• Costs are conservative ESTIMATES (+/- 30%)

• Key Assumptions:

• Future lots pay the same share as existing – actual split TBD
• Assumed 239 new units, other projections anticipate up to 460 units
• 20 year debenture with 3% interest rates
• No additional funding from Province, Federal Government, or Grants
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Option 1 – Do Nothing
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Current Key Issue Issue Addressed

Issue 1: Groundwater 
Source Constraints 
Issue 2: Septic Age and 
Performance 
Issue 3: Downtown 
Servicing Constraints 
Issue 4: Limited
Community Growth 
Issue 5: 20-Year Lifecycle 
Costing ~$25,400/unit

Overall Score: High Negative
Option Overview
• No new actions would be taken under this option.
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Option 1 – Do Nothing: 20-Year Lifecycle Costing
16

Private Residential Costs Municipal Costs

New UV treatment system $  1,200/unit n/a

New septic system $20,000/unit

UV and septic maintenance 
~$210/unit/year $ 4,200/unit for 20 years
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Option 2 – Septic Re-Inspection
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Current Key Issue Issue Addressed

Issue 1: Groundwater 
Source Constraints 
Issue 2: Septic Age and 
Performance 
Issue 3: Downtown 
Servicing Constraints 
Issue 4: Limited
Community Growth 
Issue 5: 20-Year
Lifecycle Costing ~$27,200/unit

Overall Score: PositiveOption Overview
• All septic systems would be inspected 
• A voluntary education and water sampling 

program would be developed
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Option 2 – Septic Re-Inspection: 
20yr Lifecycle Costing
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* Not included: Education Program ($8000/year total, $160,000 20-year lifecycle costs)

Private Residential Costs Municipal Costs

New UV treatment system $   1,200/unit n/a

New septic system $ 20,000/unit

UV and septic maintenance 
(~$240/unit/year) $  4,800/unit for 20 years

Septic inspection 
($300/unit every 5 years) $  1,200/unit for 20 years
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Option 3 – Community Wide Servicing
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Current Key Issue Issue Addressed

Issue 1: Groundwater 
Source Constraints 
Issue 2: Septic Age and 
Performance 
Issue 3: Downtown 
Servicing Constraints 
Issue 4: Limited
Community Growth 
Issue 5: 20-Year Lifecycle 
Costing ~$141,800/unit

Overall Score: High Positive
Option Overview
• Municipal water and gravity sewer system would 

be extended throughout the Community
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Option 3 – Community Servicing: 
20yr Lifecycle Costing
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Private Residential Costs Municipal Costs

Service Laterals to Unit $ 15,000/unit Municipal Connection Charge $ 96,000/unit

Decommission Wells and Septic $  1,500/unit Plant Connection Charge $ 8,729/unit

Annual Water and Sewer 
Rates ($1,028/unit/year)

$ 20,560/unit for 20 
years
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Option 4 – Downtown Only Servicing
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Current Key Issue Issue Addressed

Issue 1: Groundwater 
Source Constraints 
Issue 2: Septic Age and 
Performance 
Issue 3: Downtown 
Servicing Constraints 
Issue 4: Limited Community 
Growth 
Issue 5: 20-Year Lifecycle 
Costing (downtown only) ~$173,800/unit

Overall Score: Negative
Option Overview
• Municipal and gravity sewer system would be 

extended downtown 
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Option 4 – Downtown Only Servicing: 
20yr Lifecycle Costing
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Private Residential Costs Municipal Costs

Service Laterals to Unit $ 15,000/unit Municipal Connection Charge $128,000/unit

Decommission Wells and Septic $  1,500/unit Plant Connection Charge $ 8,729/unit

Annual Water and Sewer 
Rates ($1,028/unit/year) $ 20,560/unit over 20 years
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Option 5 – Water Community Wide and Wastewater 
Downtown Only
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Current Key Issue Issue Addressed

Issue 1: Groundwater 
Source Constraints 
Issue 2: Septic Age and 
Performance 
Issue 3: Downtown 
Servicing Constraints 
Issue 4: Limited
Community Growth 
Issue 5: 20-Year Lifecycle 
Costing (water ONLY) $140,700/unit

Overall Score: NegativeOption Overview
• Municipal water system extended community 

wide
• Gravity sewer system extended downtown
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Option 5 – Water Community Wide and Wastewater 
Downtown Only: 20-Year Lifecycle Costing
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Private Residential Costs Municipal Costs

Service Lateral to Unit $  7,500/unit Municipal Connection Charge $128,000/unit

New Septic System $ 20,000/unit Plant Connection Charge $ 800/unit

Septic Maintenance and Inspection
(~$600/unit/5years) $ 2,400/unit over 20 years Annual Water Rates 

($552/unit/year)
$ 11,040/unit over 
20 years

Decommission Well $  1,000/unit 
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Other Options Considered
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Preferred Option – Community Wide Servicing

26

Current Key Issue Addresses Key Issue

Issue 1: Groundwater Source 
Constraints 
Issue 2: Septic Age and 
Performance 

Issue 3: Downtown Core
Servicing Constraints 

Issue 4: Limited Community 
Growth 
Issue 5: 20-Year Lifecycle 
Costing ~$141,800/unit

The highest ranking alternative is Option 3 – to extend municipal water and gravity 
sewer services to all properties in the Community. 
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There is the potential of impacting endangered or threatened species 
throughout construction. Up to three river crossings are required, which may 
negatively impact fish populations.

To mitigate and reduce these impacts, the following steps should be taken: 

27

Mitigation – Impacts to Natural Environment

• Possible impacts should be eliminated where ever possible 
• Adjust timing of work in water
• Use of directional drilling to tunnel under the river
• Use of erosion control and tree protection measures 
• Restoration planting
• Etc. 
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During construction access to downtown businesses may be restricted. 
Possible mitigation measures that will reduce the impact of construction on 
businesses include:
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Mitigation – Challenges to Businesses

• Considering servicing from the back of lots during design
• Timing the construction appropriately, ex. during low business periods
• Maintaining pedestrian traffic throughout the construction period
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The anticipated cost per property is high relative to the value of many 
properties in the community. Possible mitigation measures that could reduce 
the impact of the cost include: 
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Mitigation – High Capital Cost

• Seeking funding and grants from provincial and federal government
• Delaying full implementation of the project until Council deems it affordable 
• Completing the project in phases
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Preferred Option – Who Pays for What

30

If 20% of 
existing 
property 
owners pay 
upfront the 
Town will 
carry a total 
of $49.8 M 
initially.
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Full Servicing – Detailed Cost Breakdown

(1) Cost of the water and wastewater connection fee from the 2019 Town Development Charges Pamphlet.
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Full Servicing – Annual Payment (20-Year Debenture)
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Implementation and Project Phasing

• With this EA study completed, the Town is in a strong position to make a “shovel 
ready and funding worthy” grant application to offset projects to make it affordable

• The project will only advance to design and construction when the Town Council 
deems the project affordable, or an order is received from provincial authority to 
do so by regulation

• Town has ten (10) years to start construction, or the EA study will have to be 
updated

• Project can be constructed in phases (i.e. downtown or other priority area first), 
however, cost sharing and tracking may be complicated

33
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Possible Construction Phases

34

Estimated Time to Project Completion: 
~ 2 years design 
~ 6-8 years construction
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What’s being done now?
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What You Can Do: Test Your Well Water

• Well water should be tested at 
least three times a year, after a 
heavy rain or snowmelt 

• Sampling can show that you water 
is safe to drink that that your 
household treatment systems are 
working properly 

• Well water testing is free for 
private home owners through the 
Grey Bruce Health Unit

Water sample bottles can be picked up from The Town of Blue Mountain Municipal Office 
(32 Mill Street, Thornbury). Full bottles can be dropped off at the Meaford Hospital (229 
Nelson St W, Meaford).

Council passed a motion May 22, 2019 to look at ways to implement a well and septic 
system education program to assist with mitigating and monitoring potential health risks 
associated with private systems.   
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What’s being done now?
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What You Can Do: Take Care of Your Septic System
• Septic tanks accumulate solid material which must be pumped out 
• Pumping should be done on a regular basis every three to five years 
• Do not put garbage, grease, or chemicals down the drain

Surface ponding of effluent (Source: OMFRA) High scum level – system needs to be pumped 
(Source: OMFRA)
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What’s being done now?
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What You Can Do: Talk to Your Representatives 

• Contact Town Council or the Mayor

• Get involved with the Blue Mountain Ratepayers Association or other citizen group

• Talk to your Member of Provincial Parliament 

• Talk to your Member of Parliament 

Town staff maintain a list of available funding opportunities. Staff will notify Council if 
applicable funding or grant opportunities become available.  
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Next Steps

1. Incorporate comments from 
the public and agencies into 
the Phase 2 Report

2. Draft Project File report to be 
presented to Council

3. ‘Notice of Completion’ to be 
issued by Town for 30-day 
Review

4. If no request for a ‘Part II 
Order’ is received, the Phase 1 
& 2 of the Class EA will be 
complete

5. Town can consider Project 
Implementation (Phase 5) of 
the preferred alternatives
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Community Liaison Committee

39

Thank you to the Community Liaison Committee!

• The Committee serves as another point of contact for concerned community 
members. Contact information for all Committee members is listed on the 
project website: www.thebluemountains.ca/clarksburg-master-plan.cfm
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Welcome
to the Public Information Centre

for the

Community of Clarksburg Water and 
Wastewater Servicing Master Plan Class 
Environmental Assessment (Class EA)

We want to hear from you.

Please fill out the comment sheet provided at 
today’s Public Information Centre and leave it in 

one of the boxes provided.

Additional information is available on the project 
website at www.thebluemountains.ca and at the 

Town’s Office.

This version of the presentation has been reformatted with 
some graphics and background colours removed for Accessibility



THE MUNICIPAL CLASS EA PROCESS

WE ARE HERE
Consult with 

Review Agencies 
and Public

Issue Project File Report for 
30-day Review 
Summer 2019

Data Collection 
and Review

Identify 
Problems and 
Opportunities

Identify and 
Evaluate 
Solutions

Select 
Preferred 

Alternative

Phase 1 – Problem/ Opportunity

Phase 2 – Alternative Solutions

The Town of The Blue Mountains is undertaking a 
Master Plan under the Municipal Class EA 
Framework to evaluate the need for and the 
feasibility of improving the water and wastewater 
services for properties in the Clarksburg community. 
The issues this Class EA will consider are (1) the 
quality and quantity of drinking water and (2) the 
adequacy of wastewater treatment. 



ISSUE 1: WATER QUALITY CONSTRAINTS

Tap water used for drinking (i.e. 
treated or untreated well water) was 
tested in a total of 88 homes in the 
Community. Well water that failed 
the standards for safe consumption 
was found broadly throughout 
Clarksburg and in both drilled and 
dug wells. 

This information shows that contamination occurs in various ways, 
including areas of moderate to high aquifer vulnerability and/or 
poorly constructed and maintained wells. It is possible that both 
new and existing wells in the Community could be contaminated 
regardless of the depth, quality or maintenance of the well. 

*Samples that failed the Health Unit 
Standard also failed the Ontario Drinking 
Water Standard



ISSUE 2: SEPTIC AGE AND PERFORMANCE
Septic Age: 
The useful life of a well maintained septic system is approximately 20 
to 25 years (Reference: Canadian Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation). Over the next 20 years, a total of 274 septic systems in 
Clarksburg will need replacement. 

Changing System Standards:
Replacement systems will have to meet current septic system 
standards. For many homes, a 3,500 sq. ft. area free of structures 
and trees is required, and septic beds will have to be raised 
approximately 1.2 m (4 ft.) above existing grade. 

Small Lot Size: 
Small lots are distributed 
throughout Clarksburg. To meet 
the new standards, the septic 
system may take up all of the 
available yard or put limits on the 
amount of building enhancement 
that can occur (ex. adding 
bedrooms). 



ISSUE 3: DOWNTOWN OPPORTUNITIES
Current servicing limits the types of businesses that can operate in the 
downtown core (e.g. no cafes or restaurants). Also, current service 
arrangements in downtown, including shared wells and septic systems, 
are challenging for downtown business and residents. 

ISSUE 4: RESIDENTIAL GROWTH

Property density in 
Clarksburg is 
approximately twice the 
current standard for homes 
on private wells and septic 
systems.

Residential growth is 
limited by lack of services 
and Clarksburg cannot 
currently reach the growth 
targets set by the Town’s 
Official Plan. 



SELECTION OF ALTERNATIVES

Step 3 - Selection of Preferred Alternative: The total score for each 
option was calculated by multiplying each criteria weighting by the impact 
score and summing the scores. The highest scoring option was selected 
as preferred. 

Step 2a:
Selection of 

Criteria

• Criteria were identified by the study team and project stakeholders
• The major criteria selected were: 

• Natural, Cultural and Heritage Environment
• Social Environment
• Public Health and Safety
• Preliminary Cost Estimates

Step 2b:
Weighed Criteria

• Each criteria was given a score based on its relative importance to the 
project stakeholders. The following scale was used:

Step 2c: 
Impact Scoring

• Each option was scored based on the option’s potential for positive/negative 
impact on the selected criteria. The following scale was used:

Criteria Importance Score
Very High Importance 4

High Importance 3
Moderate Importance 2

Low Importance 1

Step 1 – Initial Screening: A long list of potential solutions was 
developed based on the four key issues identified. The list was shortened 
to five of the most feasible alternatives to advance to detailed evaluation.
Step 2 – Detailed Evaluation:

Impact Score Score
High Positive Impact +2

Positive Impact +1
No Anticipated Impact 0

Negative Impact -1
High Negative Impact -2



OVERVIEW OF OPTIONS
Option 1 – Do Nothing Option 2 – Septic Re-Inspection

Option Overview
• No new actions would be taken under this option.

Option Overview: 
• Inspect all septic systems 
• Implement education and water sampling program

Current Key Issue Issue Addressed
Issue 1: Groundwater Source Constraints 
Issue 2: Septic Age and Performance 
Issue 3: Downtown Servicing Constraints 
Issue 4: Limited Community Growth 
Issue 5: 20-Year Lifecycle Costing ~$25,400/unit
Overall Score High Negative

Current Key Issue Issue Addressed
Issue 1: Groundwater Source Constraints 
Issue 2: Septic Age and Performance 
Issue 3: Downtown Servicing Constraints 
Issue 4: Limited Community Growth 
Issue 5: 20-Year Lifecycle Costing ~$27,200/unit
Overall Score Positive



OVERVIEW OF OPTIONS

Option Overview
• Municipal water and gravity sewer system would be 

extended throughout the Community

Option Overview: 
• Municipal water and gravity sewer system would be 

extended downtown only

Option 3 – Community Wide Servicing Option 4 – Downtown Only Servicing

Current Key Issue Issue Addressed
Issue 1: Groundwater Source Constraints 
Issue 2: Septic Age and Performance 
Issue 3: Downtown Servicing Constraints 
Issue 4: Limited Community Growth 
Issue 5: 20-Year Lifecycle Costing ~$141,800/unit
Overall Score High Positive

Current Key Issue Issue Addressed
Issue 1: Groundwater Source Constraints 
Issue 2: Septic Age and Performance 
Issue 3: Downtown Servicing Constraints 
Issue 4: Limited Community Growth 
Issue 5: 20-Year Lifecycle Costing ~$173,800/unit
Overall Score Negative



OVERVIEW OF OPTIONS

Option Overview
• Municipal water system extended community wide
• Gravity sewer system extended downtown

Option 5 – Community Water, Downtown Wastewater

Current Key Issue Issue Addressed
Issue 1: Groundwater Source Constraints 
Issue 2: Septic Age and Performance 
Issue 3: Downtown Servicing Constraints 
Issue 4: Limited Community Growth 
Issue 5: 20-Year Lifecycle Costing (Water 
ONLY) $140,700/unit

Overall Score Negative

Option Review
Communal (cluster) 
private wells and 
septic systems

Option not carried forward; requires 
more land then is available in the 
community and has complex legal and 
regulatory requirements

Wastewater
community wide and 
water downtown 
only

Option not carried forward; may not be 
permitted under the 2014 Provincial 
Policy Statement and it is technically 
impractical as metering is complicated 
without municipal water service

Construct new
privately owned
wastewater 
plant/system
for downtown

Option not carried forward;
management and operation of a private 
system of this size would be legally
complex and does not offer an 
economic advantage

Municipal water
services
provided without
fire protection

Option not carried forward; the cost of 
providing fire protection is modest and 
the associated risk of not providing fire 
protection has insurance implications

Other options considered included the following:
• extend alternative sewer system community wide
• construct a municipal wastewater plant for downtown only
• construct a new municipal water or wastewater plant

Other Options Considered



PREFERRED OPTION – OPTION 3
Extend municipal water and gravity sewer 
services to all properties in the Community

Advantages

• Loading from septic systems to the 
environment will be eliminated

• Future development can conform to the 
vision laid out in the Official Plan.

• Commercial opportunities downtown 
can be expanded to include higher 
demand water/wastewater users
(e.g. café or restaurant).

• Below grade infrastructure will not 
significantly impact residential 
landscaping or accessory structures 
after construction.

• Potential for exposure to pathogen 
contaminated drinking water will be 
reduced to a very low level.

• Municipal water supply systems are 
highly regulated and many safeguards 
are in place to eliminate / mitigate the 
risk of system failure

Disadvantages

• River crossings are required and may 
impact fish habitat during and after 
construction

• Mitigation measures may be required 
to maintain access to downtown 
businesses during construction.

• This option has very high capital and 
lifecycle costs compared to other 
alternatives.



PREFERRED OPTION
Detailed Capital Cost Breakdown

(1) Cost of the water and wastewater connection fee from the 2019 Town Development Charges Pamphlet.

Annual Payment (20-Year Debenture)

All costs are preliminary (+/- 30%) and are shown with no 
additional funding or grants in place.



PREFERRED OPTION
Mitigation Measures

Potential negative effects of the project include: 
• Impacts to the natural environment (i.e. fish populations)
• Impacts to pedestrian/vehicular movement during construction
• High cost of the project

Mitigation measures like the ones listed below will be used to 
reduce these impacts on the Community. As well, possible impacts 
will be eliminated where ever possible. 

• Adjust timing of work in 
water 

• Use of directional drilling to 
tunnel under the river 

• Use of erosion control and 
tree protection measures 

• Restoration planting

• Consider servicing from 
back of lots during design 

• Timing construction 
appropriately, ex. during low 
business periods 

• Maintaining pedestrian 
traffic throughout 
construction

To mitigate high costs, funding will be sought from various 
sources, including the provincial and federal government. 
Interim measures (ex. well testing) will be put in place 
until the project is affordable. 



NEXT STEPS

WE ARE HERE
Consult with 

Review Agencies 
and Public

Issue Project File Report for 
30-day Review 
Summer 2019

Data Collection 
and Review

Identify 
Problems and 
Opportunities

Identify and 
Evaluate 

Solutions Graph

Select 
Preferred 

Alternative

Phase 1 – Problem/ Opportunity

Phase 2 – Alternative Solutions

1. Incorporate comments from the public and agencies into the 
Phase 2 Report
2. Draft Project File Report to be presented to Council
3. ‘Notice of Completion’ to be issued by Town for 30-day Review
4. If no request for a ‘Part II Order’ is received, the Phase 1 & 2 of 
the Class EA will be complete 
5. Town can consider Project Implementation (Phase 5) of the 
preferred alternatives
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Town of The Blue Mountains 
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Comments and information regarding this Study are being collected to assist the Ministry in 
meeting the requirements of the EA Act. This material will be maintained on file for use during 
the Study and may be included in project documentation. With the exception of personal 
information, all comments will become part of the public record. 

(please specify) 

COMMENT FORM 
Name (please print):  Date:  

I represent a(n): ☐ Resident ☐ Agency   ☐Public Interest Group   ☐Other Stakeholder  

Do you wish to receive updates in regards to this project? ☐ Yes   ☐ No 

Contact Information  

Agency (if applicable):  

Address (number, street and apt. no.):  

City, Province, Postal Code:  

Phone: Email:  

Please indicate any issue(s) that need to be explored/investigated as part of this Class EA: 
 

 
Please provide any additional comments about this Class EA: 
 

Please place any additional comments on the reverse of the form. Completed forms can be 
returned to Town Office or to jwilson@jlrichards.ca. 

Jane Wilson 
Environmental Engineer 

J.L. Richards & Associates Limited 
107-450 Speedvale Ave W, Guelph ON, N1H 7Y6 

  

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

What is the process for the Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA)? The Class EA is being 
completed in order to investigate opportunities to improve the water and wastewater services to all 
properties in the Clarksburg Service Area. The Class EA is done in two phases:  

• Phase 1 (complete): Review background information and consult with the public and other 
stakeholders. Current problems and opportunities with water/wastewater servicing are identified.  

• Phase 2 (current): Alternative solutions are identified and their impacts are assessed, including 
mitigation measures to reduce negative impacts. Once the preferred alternative is selected a 
Project File Report is prepared to document the Class EA process for review.  

What is the process for choosing the preferred alternative? The alternatives were assessed based 
on their impacts to the following criteria: natural, cultural and heritage environment, social environment, 
public health and safety, and preliminary cost estimates. The highest ranking alternative (i.e. the option 
with the most benefits and the least negative impacts) was selected as preferred.  

Which alternatives were assessed? What is the preferred alternative? The following alternatives 
were assessed: (1) Do Nothing, (2) Septic Re-Inspection and Education, (3) Community Wide Water and 
Wastewater, (4) Downtown Only Water and Wastewater, and (5) Water Community Wide and 
Wastewater Downtown Only. Option 3, Community Wide Water and Wastewater, was selected as the 
preferred alternative. 

When will this project be implemented? When will construction begin? There are no immediate 
plans to start the project due to funding and technical considerations. There will be ongoing opportunities 
for public engagement prior to project implementation and throughout the project life cycle.  

This project has a high capital and lifecycle cost. How will this impact be mitigated? Additional 
funding options will be explored from the Town, County, Provincial, and Federal Government. The project 
can also be completed in phases. The project will only advance to design and construction when the 
Town Council deems the project affordable. Interim measures (such as sampling and education 
programs) can be put in place before the project is implemented.  
What other impacts will the project have on the community? How will these impacts be mitigated? 
The project could impact endangered or threatened animal species throughout construction. To reduce 
these impacts, there will be use of direction drilling to tunnel under the river, use of erosion control and 
tree projection measures, restoration planting, etc. Another potential issue is restricted access to 
downtown businesses during construction, which can partially be mitigated by adjusting the timing of 
construction (ex. during low business periods), and maintaining pedestrian traffic.  

 

How were water samples collected? In total, 88 properties on private wells provided a tap water 
sample, collected from kitchen taps where possible and no effort was made to by-pass water treatment 
systems; the intent was to sample water as it is used in the home. The sampling method followed the 
‘Tips for Taking Water Samples’, provided by the Grey Bruce County Health Unit (Health Unit).  

Were aerators removed during sampling? Did aerators affect the water sampling results? Where 
possible, aerators were removed during sampling. In 23 samples (out of 88 total), aerators could not be 
removed. Of those 23 samples, 5 samples did not pass the Ontario Drinking Water Standards and 18 did 
pass the standards

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS: 
COMMUNITY OF CLARKSBURG WATER AND WASTEWATER SERVICING MASTER PLAN 

GENERAL 

WATER 



 

What is the difference between Ontario and Health Unit Water Quality Standards? Ontario Water 
Quality Standards are drinking water quality standards set by the Ontario Government. Health Unit Water 
Quality Standards are set by Health Canada. The Health Unit Standards are less stringent; samples that 
have failed the Health Unit Standard will have higher levels of contaminants. If a sample fails the Health 
Unit Standard, it has also failed the Ontario Standard.  

Do people with poor water quality drink the water? Do they have treatment systems? Out of the 25 
water samples that failed either the Ontario Water Standard, or both the Ontario Water Standard and the 
Health Unit Standard, 11 residents reported that they drink the tap water. Of these 11 residents, 3 
residents reported that they have UV treatment system. If these results are extended community wide, 
currently in Clarksburg, people in 30 homes out of 245 on wells are at risk of drinking potentially unsafe 
water due to poor water quality or improper treatment.  

How often should I test my water? Well water should be tested at least three times a year, after a 
heavy rain or snowmelt. Well water testing is free for home owners through the Health Unit.  

 

What type of regular maintenance does a septic system require? Over time septic system 
accumulates solid material which must be pumped out. Pumping should be done on a regular basis every 
three to five years. It is also important to take care of what goes down the drain: septic systems can not 
handle garbage, grease, or chemicals.  
What is the useful lifespan of a septic system? What is the cost of replacement? Septic systems 
have a useful lifespan of approximately 15-40 years. While properly maintaining your septic system will 
increase the longevity of your system, eventually the system will fail. Failed systems are hazardous to 
your health and the environment. A new septic system costs approximately $20,000-$30,000. 

 

What will be the construction cost of this project, and how will it be funded? The construction cost 
for this project is expected to be $55 M (+/- 30%). It is estimated that 11% of the cost be covered by Town 
Road Reserves, 42% be covered by developers, and 47% be covered by existing property owners. Cost 
allocation and additional funding options will be explored from the Town, County, Provincial, and Federal 
Government prior to project implementation. 

What will the project cost me? Without additional funding, the total capital cost per property for water 
and wastewater servicing is currently estimated at $121,000. This cost includes the municipal connection 
charges, plant connection charges, and the estimated cost of work on private properties. 

 

Who can I contact to get more information? Please contact one of the individuals listed below:  

Michael Troop, P.Eng, M. Eng. Reg Russwurm, P. Eng, MBA. 
Manager, Senior Environmental Engineer 

J.L. Richards & Associates Limited 
107-450 Speedvale Ave W 

Guelph, ON N1H 7Y6 
Phone: 519-763-0713 ext. 6522 

Director of Infrastructure & Public Works 
Town of The Blue Mountains 
32 Mill Street, PO Box 310 
Thornbury, ON N0H 2P0 

Phone: 519-599-3131 

Project email address: clarksburgea@thebluemountains.ca 

Project information is also available at the Town’s office and on the Town’s website: 
www.thebluemountains.ca/clarksburg-master-plan.cfm 

WASTEWATER 

COSTING METHEDOLOGY 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

mailto:clarksburgea@thebluemountains.ca
http://www.thebluemountains.ca/clarksburg-master-plan.cfm
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